[Demonstration of an enhancer activity in a fragment of DNA located at the 3' of the adult alpha globin gene in the duck].
We found an enhancer element placed at the 3' side of the adult duck alpha A globin gene. The duck alpha globin gene cluster contains three genes from the 5' to 3' side: the pi embryonic gene, the alpha D minor adult gene and the alpha A adult major gene. We analyzed a 16 kb genomic domain extending from 2 kb upstream of the pi gene to 5 kb downstream of the alpha A gene. This enhancer is active in AEV transformed chicken erythroblasts. Its is inactive both in HeLa cells and in the human erythroid cells K562 which express only embryonic genes. These findings are discussed in relation to previous results concerning the duck beta globin enhancer located at the 3' side of the beta A globin gene.